Critical Product Information:
VodeOX EMR Protection

New Improved EMR Protection for Cellphones, Tablets, iPads, Laptops, and any Electronic Screen/Monitor.

Protect yourself from potentially harmful ElectroMagnetic Radiation (EMR) that emits from your cell phone, Blue Tooth earpiece, or Laptop and tablet using proven German research.

The VodeOX EMR Protection product is: **99.99% effective against harmful EMRs**. When compared to other EMR products, the VodeOX EMR Protection product is the best protection available on the market today.

Super thin (as thin as a piece of paper), will fit under any cell phone case.

What happens when you talk on a cell phone?

When you talk on your mobile phone your voice is transmitted from the antenna as radio frequency radiation (RFR) between 800 MHz and 1,990 MHz -- a range equal to the middle of microwave frequency. Exposure to this microwave RFR may have serious health consequences. Every cell phone model sold in the United States has a specific measurement of how much microwave energy from the phone can penetrate the brain. **Depending on how close the cell phone antenna is to the head, between 20% and 80% of the radiation emitted by a mobile phone is deposited in the user’s head.** This can cause irreversible health challenges to you and your children. It is very strongly suggest that you and your Family get educated on this very important matter now.

What is Electromagnetic Radiation (EMR)?

Electromagnetic fields are invisible electrical and magnetic forces that radiate from anything operating on an electrical current. Any time an electrical current runs through a wire or an appliance, it produces an electromagnet field (EMF). Electromagnetic fields are found wherever there’s electricity and around any object that has an electric charge. Normally, electric fields and magnetic fields occur together, hence, “electromagnetic fields”. The VodeOX EMR Protection provides a powerful protective shield of neutralizing, balancing and stabilizing energetic signatures, which protects the body from EMR radiation for a minimum of one year.
HERE ARE SOME PUBLIC INFORMATION ON THE HARMFUL AFFECTS OF EMRs:

(CNN News): [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hqafAzugooY](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hqafAzugooY)


What does the VodeOX EMR Protection product do?

The **VodeOX EMR Protection** product is: **99.99% effective against harmful EMRs.**

Test results were conducted by the: Shanghai Institute of Measurement & Testing Technology at the Eastern China National Measurement & Test Center. Test report serial number: 2008F05-60-000242.

Test frequency results start at 10hz, 30hz, 100hz, 300hz, 1000hz, 3000hz - all with 99.999% effectiveness in terms of harmful radiation reduction.

When compared to other EMR products that are out there, the VodeOX EMR Protection product is the best protection available on the market today. It is designed to minimize your exposure to any amount of radiation the brain and the body is exposed to during cell phone or computer use. Studies have shown significant changes in brain activity when using a cell phone. The VodeOX EMR Protection helps to minimize this change. Research has indicated cordless phones to be emitting stronger EMR than cell phones.

**NOTE:** Due to the EMR product keeping the Electro Magnetic Radiation/Frequencies to be (within) the cell phone, this can naturally **Boosts Antenna Reception and can also extend or prolong Battery Life** (up to 10% average depending on phone type).
INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE:
Detach the VodeOX EMR Protection patch from the Protective backing sheet and apply to the back of any cell phone, laptop screen or on a Blue Tooth earpiece. **NOTE:** It is recommended that the EMR Patch be applied to the back of your phone when possible, and under any protective case you have chosen to use. The backside of your computer screen is also preferred. One EMR Patch is required for each cell phone, Laptop or Blue Tooth device. Placing a cell phone case over the EMR Patch is recommended.

**Dimensions:**
1 - 1/8” x 7/8” x 2.2mm
/about as thick as a piece of paper/) with real 24K Gold embedded.

**Suggested Retail Price:** $59 each.

The following images below are the packaging of the EMR. Further images are how it actually looks when the VodeoOX EMR Protection product is affixed onto your cell phones, or laptop, or iPads, or anything that transmits frequencies wirelessly.
ANTI-RADIATIONS

Anti-electromagnetic Radiation
It can effectively remove phenomena such as headache, insomnia and hair loss.

Lower radiation
1000 MHz 99.99 SE%